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ABOUT THE PODCAST
▸ The Messy Back-End Podcast provides a FUN & ENGAGING 

experience for listeners who are able to interact with our successful 
guest experts and influencers. 

▸ We bring in EXPERTS & INFLUENCERS who are successful to share 
their advice and expertise with our entrepreneur listers and 
participants. 

▸ Both online and offline EVENTS (recorded, video, in-person, and 
virtual livestream) will be held for entrepreneurs to network with the 
experts, influencers, sponsors, advertisers, and each other. 

▸ We advertise through BRANDING in traditional and digital media, 
programs, product giveaways and swag bags. 

▸ ENGAGEMENT with loyal audiences who make podcasts a part of 
their daily routine.



▸ Grow your customer base with entrepreneurs and small 
business owners. 

▸ Increase your brand loyalty through marketing and event efforts 
both on and offline through being a guest, influencer, advertiser, or 
speaker on both the podcast and live events. 

▸ Educate new and current customers on the podcast, at the 
events, on our web sites, blog posts, social media, online video, 
and more. 

▸ Generate traffic to your site through our online and offline 
marketing efforts. (Current Media: Blog, Email, Video, Social Media, 
Podcasts, and TV Appearances.) 

▸ Drive sales.

The Messy Back-End is bringing the podcast to an 
entirely new level with interaction and engagement

INTERACTION & ENGAGEMENT



▸ Podcast (Audio) spots 

▸ Social media campaigns 

▸ Live and online events 

▸ Exhibitor opportunities 

▸ Press releases 

▸ Blog posts 

▸ Email marketing to loyal 
following 

▸ Cause marketing 

▸ Multi-media campaigns 

▸ Sampling, couponing and 
on-site sales 

▸ Customized contests 
promoting your brand 

▸ Video marketing

BENEFITS



Podcast Listeners 
‣ More than 67 million people listen to podcasts at least one time per 

month 
‣ More than 16 million people in the US are “avid podcast fans” 
‣ 69% of listeners agreed that podcast ads made them aware of a new 

product or service 
‣ 56% of listeners are men 
‣ 84% of listeners are under the age of 55 
‣ 45% of listeners have a household income of $75,000 or more 
‣ 80% of listeners listen to all or most of each episode and listen to an 

average of 7 shows per week  
‣ Comedy is the most popular podcasting genre, followed by education 

and news 
‣ Podcast listeners are more likely to follow companies and brands on social 

media

DEMOGRAPHICS



ENGAGEMENT 
‣ Podcast listers are by far the most loyal and engaged audience of any 

medium

‣ Podcast listening is a part of their daily routine, and since the host is in 

their ears, it’s very intimate

‣ Some people cannot work out or drive their commute without listening 

to their favorite show

‣ Listeners create a relationship with the host in their minds, and as a 

result, they are very engaged with content and therefore sponsors and 
advertisers

MOBILITY 
‣ Podcasts can be taken anywhere

‣ Over 70% of listeners listen on their mobile phone, even if they are home

‣ Listeners rely and depend on content to get them through whatever they 

are doing, wherever they are doing it

‣ They are much more likely to hear ads because they take it with them

DEMOGRAPHICS



Our Listeners 
‣Entrepreneurs 
‣Female between the ages of 35-50, with children 
‣Have quit their jobs and are working their business full 

time 
‣ Income between $10,000 - $50,000 per month or higher 
‣Ready to build a team, possibly has one to two people 

working with them but it isn’t getting them to the next 
level 
‣Pre-Influencers in their industry 
‣Health, Life, and Fitness Industries primarily 
‣Speakers, Authors, Coaches, Trainers in their industry

DEMOGRAPHICS



MULTI-PLATFORM 
‣ Podcasters offer social media, email, and web as bonuses or as part of 

the package with ads

‣ Its a digital medium with the benefit of audio

BUYING POWER 
‣ The average podcast listener is in the 18-54 age bracket

‣ 45% of this group have household incomes of more than $75,000

‣ This group is much more capable of affording things one might 

advertise on a podcast, such as digital products and services, websites, 
apps, etc.

DEMOGRAPHICS



STORY TELLING & HUMOR

‣ Listeners can call in or email their messy back-end problems 
or concerns and have them solved by expert guests and 
influencers in a fun and engaging way 

‣Guests and Influencers will share their expertise, tools, and 
experience with listeners so they will have the knowledge 
they need to be successful 

‣ Listeners are then encouraged to come back and share their 
experience from the advice given with us in 30 days 

‣We will also have live podcasts as well where the audience 
will participate 

‣We will be planning live events where successful back-end 
experts will be able to share their messages and training with 
attendees

ENTERTAINING & EDUCATIONAL



ENTREPRENEUR/STORY GUEST EXPERT/INFLUENCER
Call or Email Question for Experts One Guest Expert in the Second Segment

Join Experts during the recording Share advice for how to fix a messy back-end

Choose what advice to use in your business Share your specific expertise on one specific topic

Come back in 30 days to tell us what happened Guest Experts choose their own topic

Anonymous Questions also accepted Listen in 30 days to see if your advice worked

Advertising for your brand on the recording Intro at beginning of Podcast & before segment

Links and details on our website Advertising for your brand on the recording

Anonymous Questions also accepted Brand links and details on our website

TYPES OF GUESTS

Once the topics are chosen by the Guest we will find entrepreneurs who have a mess in that topic and share their story with the Experts so 
they can prepare ahead of time where possible. Our goal is to have an entrepreneur with a messy back-end on the recording with us each 
time. However, this is not always possible. If we do not have an entrepreneur on the recording with us, we will have prepared questions from 
anonymous submissions available.



Sheila J. Davis is an accomplished speaker, digital 
marketer, trainer, and mentor. She is also the creator of Lock 
n’ Load Marketing and YES! Women’s Network where she 
helps female business owners with all things back-end. 

For the last 8 years she has been working with hundreds of 
women around the world teaching them how to start, build, 
and grow their own online businesses. She’s also been 
working with online entrepreneurs to grow their business to 
reach their financial goals. 

Sheila started The Messy Back-End Podcast because saw that 
most businesses have Messy Back-Ends and that’s the reason 
they are failing. She saw a need to make these connections in 
a fun and entertaining way.

CREATOR | HOST



CO-HOST
Nate Tucker is the creator of Laughing with Nate and 
Nathan Allen Media and an accomplished photographer and 
speaker. 

Nate was diagnosed with Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis (JRA) 
at the prime young age of 5! For the first couple of years, he 
didn’t let it get in the way of T-Ball, Swimming, tag, and 
playing with friends. As his arthritis progressed, Nate’s health 
declined. 

Nate has experienced many of life’s ordinary challenges, and 
plenty of unique ones delivered up just for him. Because of 
Nate’s physical challenges, he has had to achieve his goals a 
bit differently than most. Nate began sharing his motivating 
attitude and optimistic viewpoints at a young age, and has 
years of experience in public speaking, one-on-one coaching, 
and exposing beauty all around.



CONNECT YOUR BRAND TO LOYAL 
LISTENERS WITH PURCHASING POWER

CALL NOW 
and Join in the Success

801-810-6726

Email: hello@themessybackend.com 
themessybackend.com


